
 

 

 

 

  

   

 

Invest NI Food & Drink Consumer Insights: Christmas performance in the face of Omicron and the 

outlook for 2022 

The onset of Omicron has reinforced that we very much remain in the grips of the pandemic and 

whilst, for now at least, it appears that restrictions will not return to the stringent guidelines imposed 

over the past two years, the disruption to consumers’ lives remained apparent across the festive 

period. 

Christmas performance and impact of late restrictions 

Whilst for many ‘proper’ Christmas celebrations were back on the cards with 56% claiming their 

celebrations were back to normal1 the late onset of softer restrictions this year resulted in Omicron 

making more of a mark on how Christmas was celebrated this year than had been expected.  This 

included attending fewer & smaller celebrations across the festive period with the impact continuing 

right through to the New Year. 

This is reflected in Kantar’s take home grocery performance where over the month of December sales 

almost managed to keep pace (-0,2%) with the record sales experienced in 2020 despite restrictions 

being less inhibiting.  As such, it suggests that many people chose to celebrate at home this year 

ensuring volumes remained within the take home channel. And whilst spending on traditional dinner 

items remained similar to last year there is ample evidence of in-home treat behaviour with the sales 

of sweet treats & Christmas chocolates soaring and shoppers trading up to premium own label 

options.2 

In contrast, the main dairy categories struggled to keep pace with the highs experienced in 2020.  

Volumes in the 4-weeks ending 26th Dec 21 were down across the board compared to last year but 

promisingly remaining well ahead of pre-pandemic levels in 2019.  In line with the in-home treat 

behaviour outlined above cheese experienced the strongest volume increases versus 2019 driven by 



more shoppers buying a wider variety of cheeses such as cheddar, paneer and mozzarella.  And whilst 

the Christmas favourite cream experienced volume decline versus last year, areas such as aerosol and 

alcoholic creams experienced YoY growth.3 

Outlook for 2022  

Initial studies have suggested that the Omicron variant might be less dangerous than its predecessor 

offering a glimmer of hope for a return to normality however it is fair to say that it remains early days.  

Add to this the ongoing challenges around inflation, supply chain and labour and 2022 looks set to be 

another challenging year.  

IGD have outlined some key trends for 2022 shopper behaviour4 as a result including the ongoing 

division amongst shoppers who are disproportionately affected by the pandemic based on affluence 

and the continuation of reactive shopping based on the challenges that will arise over 2022.  On that 

basis ongoing channel fluidity can be expected with volume shifting between physical and online 

channels as well as increasing use on non-traditional retail to fulfil shopping missions in tandem with 

other savvy shopping mechanisms.  As such, this year like the past two years will be tumultuous and 

require agility and adaptability to succeed. 

 

For more information on retail and consumer trends, please contact Invest NI’s Food & Drink 

Consumer Insights on 0800 181 4422 or email consumerinsights@investni.com 

 
 
1 IGD ShopperVista, Christmas 2021 Review: How did shoppers behave during Christmas and New 

Year 2021, Jan 2022. 

2 Kantar UK, Grocery sales hit £11,7 billion as Brits splash out on Christmas, Jan 2022. 

3 AHDB, Red Meat and Dairy retail volume up on pre-pandemic Christmas, Jan 2022. 

4 IGD, Shopper trends for 2022, Jan 2022. 
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